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The Execution Channel
Reveals how wartime loss in the Vietnam War transformed U.S. politics, arguing that the effort to recover lost warriors was
as much a means to establish responsibility for their loss as it was a search for answers about their fate.

The Theta Timeline
This is a self-help book based on intensive research written especially for women. This book is based on humor, and
spiritual facts to advocate for the verity that women have the right to relate to loving, financially-secure, and generous
men. Among other topics, it discusses some of the major physiological, emotional, mental and environmental factors that
hinder women from attracting love. The book further discusses the implications of the metaphor- “This is a man's world,”
and suggests ways through which women can empower themselves by acknowledging the limiting and/or conflicting relatedbeliefs, and then applying them to unleash their full-feminine potential.The book explains the psychological factors that
affect peoples' relationships with money, and self-love; and includes emotional freedom exercises and other proven
strategies that are guaranteed to help women cleanse, and reprogram their subconscious minds into Love, Men and Money
magnets.Among other things, this book reveals the following assertions:-- How to develop a good and healthy relationship
with money.- Becoming the “password” to your man's Master, Visa, American Express, PayPal Debit/Credit Cards, ATMs;
plus all his local, foreign, public and private accounts. - How to love yourself unconditionally on the Conscious and
Unconscious levels.- Say goodbye to the social and cultural factors that could be blinding you from attracting Love, Men and
Money.- Heal your childhood negative memories, “daddy issues,” Karmic codes plus other emotional and mental
blockages.- Magnetize a Loving, Wealthy and Generous man into your fantabulous life.
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The Last Wild Men of Borneo
The basis of the 2014 award-winning feature-length documentary! A revealing and dramatic look at the inside of the
American Space Program from one of its pioneers. Eugene Cernan was a unique American who came of age as an astronaut
during the most exciting and dangerous decade of spaceflight. His career spanned the entire Gemini and Apollo programs,
from being the first person to spacewalk all the way around our world to the moment when he left man's last footprint on
the Moon as commander of Apollo 17. Between those two historic events lay more adventures than an ordinary person
could imagine as Cernan repeatedly put his life, his family and everything he held dear on the altar of an obsessive desire.
Written with New York Times bestselling author Don Davis, The Last Man on the Moon is the astronaut story never before
told - about the fear, love and sacrifice demanded of the few men who dared to reach beyond the heavens for the biggest
prize of all - the Moon.

Last Men Out
Wild Country A heart-warming tale based on a true story. Some have it all. Hunter Yates truly does. He's humble and kind,
even though he has it all. It's his small town roots that keep him grounded. He's a simple man from a small town with a
heart of gold. Perfection carved from beauty. As he sets off in the world, it's his humble beginnings that keep his boots
planted on the ground. Hunter finds himself amidst a toxic relationship. He struggles to get out of it, but it's his heart that
keeps him from letting go. All he ever knew were the ways of Sweetwater Ranch, until the day he left for college. The world
is a brutal place and his heart and soul are one and the same with the wild country. A ranch boy, who has everything, but
gives everything at the same time. When it's time to decide, does he go with his heart, or the worries of everyone else? Buy
Wild Country and discover the beauty in the world. Back Country The gripping conclusion of Hunter and Dave's story.
There's only one place that has the power to heal Hunter Yates. Sweetwater Ranch. His sophomore year of college was
nothing less than a wild adventure. He found everything and lost it all in a blink of an eye. With Dave in decent shape for
the moment, Hunter travels home for the summer. It's just what he needs. Time to clear his mind. He should feel settled,
fulfilled, and at peace now that he's home on the Ranch. But he doesn't. The dull ache in his chest too overwhelming to
ignore. The natural high he always experiences while on horseback no longer exists. The grass no longer green in his eyes.
The world is just that-the world. His drive and determination have vanished. Teale Wickett destroyed him. The thing is life
goes on one meaningless day at a time. Timing has never been on his side and this time there will be no turning back this
time. Dave's health declines, leaving Hunter lost. Will his country roots be enough to keep him grounded? "Courage is being
scared to death and saddling up anyway." -John Wayne

I'll Be the One
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FIVE STAR REVIEW by READERS' FAVORITE A story about first loves, lasting friendships, and remembering that family will
always be there, whether you realize it or not. CHARLOTTE Hubbard dreams about falling in love on a daily basis, but she's
long rejected the idea that someone would ever be interested in an overweight, unappealing girl like her; an opinion that is
shared by her way more popular and attractive sister who seems to enjoy pointingout Charlotte'sflaws as much as possible.
AND . . . Then there's MILES Fiester, who thinks that making the basketball team isas impossible as getting the girl he's
liked since grade school to notice him. He'd have more luck getting his deadbeat dad to visit him for a day.But, in the first
few weeks of high school, Charlotte and Miles come todiscover that life is unpredictable, love happens when you least
expect it, and there's always a first for everything."

First, Last, and Always
Bitter
The nephew of the legendary Chief Ray Downey, late head of rescue operations of the FDNY, takes readers into the heart of
one of the nation's most elite firehouses--New York's Rescue 2 unit--introducing the humor, camaraderie, and grit that make
these men true American heroes. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

Iggy Mcmichael
In full color The Chi-Lites were instrumental in changing the very foundation of the music industry. With their number one
hits "Oh Girl" and "Have You Seen Her," Pop music artists and producers recognized the importance of the deep-seated DooWop roots and angelic harmonies that lifted the Chi-Lites music to new levels. Marshal Thompson, given the moniker
"Godfather of Pop," shares a story of poverty and wealth, the struggle for fame, and much more. The Chi-Lites overcame
insurmountable odds to become victors in an arena filled with corruption and deceit. International Best Selling Author Dane
Ladwig, takes you through the journey with the Chi-Lites of the music industries connection, and demise, of organized
crime, fraud and exploitation. What was the link between the 1960's Black Panther movement and the Chi-Lites? Where
does the group name "Chi-Lites" derive from? How did the deaths of fellow group members Constance "Connie" Thompson,
Creadel "Red" Jones, and Frank Reed. This and much more is revealed in the dynamic biography of the last surviving
member of the Chi-Lites, their driven leader, Marshall Thompson the Last Man Standing.

Soul to Take
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A veteran FDNY firefighter describes the field-tested management strategies that help commanders lead teams into a
raging fire, explaining how the fire department develops loyalty, trust, and grace under pressure and how such principles as
"first in, last out" and "develop your people" can be adapted by leaders in any field of endeavor. Reprint.

The Last Days of Myth-Real
Woodward exposes one of the final pieces of the Richard Nixon puzzle, examining the untold story of Alexander Butterfield,
the Nixon aide who disclosed the secret White House taping system that changed history and led to Nixon's resignation. In
forty-six hours of interviews with Butterfield, supported by thousands of documents, many of them original and not in the
presidential archives and libraries, Woodward has uncovered new dimensions of Nixon's secrets, obsessions, and
deceptions.

Profit
A 2019 EDGAR AWARDS NOMINEE (BEST FACT CRIME) • A BANFF MOUNTAIN BOOK AWARDS FINALIST Two modern
adventurers sought a treasure possessed by the legendary “Wild Men of Borneo.” One found riches. The other vanished
forever into an endless jungle. Had he shed civilization—or lost his mind? Global headlines suspected murder. Lured by
these mysteries, New York Times bestselling author Carl Hoffman journeyed to find the truth, discovering that nothing is as
it seems in the world’s last Eden, where the lines between sinner and saint blur into one. In 1984, Swiss traveler Bruno
Manser joined an expedition to the Mulu caves on Borneo, the planet’s third largest island. There he slipped into the forest
interior to make contact with the Penan, an indigenous tribe of peace-loving nomads living among the Dayak people, the
fabled “Headhunters of Borneo.” Bruno lived for years with the Penan, gaining acceptance as a member of the tribe.
However, when commercial logging began devouring the Penan’s homeland, Bruno led the tribe against these outside
forces, earning him status as an enemy of the state, but also worldwide fame as an environmental hero. He escaped
captivity under gunfire twice, but the strain took a psychological toll. Then, in 2000, Bruno disappeared without a trace. Had
he become a madman, a hermit, or a martyr? American Michael Palmieri is, in many ways, Bruno’s opposite. Evading the
Vietnam War, the Californian wandered the world, finally settling in Bali in the 1970s. From there, he staged expeditions
into the Bornean jungle to acquire astonishing art and artifacts from the Dayaks. He would become one of the world’s most
successful tribal-art field collectors, supplying sacred works to prestigious museums and wealthy private collectors. And yet
suspicion shadowed this self-styled buccaneer who made his living extracting the treasure of the Dayak: Was he preserving
or exploiting native culture? As Carl Hoffman unravels the deepening riddle of Bruno’s disappearance and seeks answers to
the questions surrounding both men, it becomes clear saint and sinner are not so easily defined and Michael and Bruno are,
in a sense, two parts of one whole: each spent his life in pursuit of the sacred fire of indigenous people. The Last Wild Men
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of Borneo is the product of Hoffman’s extensive travels to the region, guided by Penan through jungle paths traveled by
Bruno and by Palmieri himself up rivers to remote villages. Hoffman also draws on exclusive interviews with Manser’s family
and colleagues, and rare access to his letters and journals. Here is a peerless adventure propelled by the entwined lives of
two singular, enigmatic men whose stories reveal both the grandeur and the precarious fate of the wildest place on earth.

End of History and the Last Man
Iggy McMichael, a seemingly average 13-year-old boy, is stunned when he discovers that he's not human-he's an elf, and
possibly the last elf prince of Geredia, a magical world connected to Earth! To Iggy's great dismay, the diabolical and
odiferous Troll King, self-declared ruler of Geredia, has discovered that Iggy was long ago hidden on Earth. Now the Troll
King is sending a slew of zany creatures-smelly trolls, bad-mannered dwarves, scary minotaurs, and worse-to capture Iggy,
causing mayhem throughout the Pacific Northwest.

The Revolution's Last Men
The unforgettable and heartbreaking true story of the firemen who bravely fought "the perfect fire" is now in paperback.

If I Loved You
My intentions were never to be a "baby mama." I knew for sure that I'd have a college degree, a house, and a career, and a
husband before I brought a life into this world. That was the reason I studied so hard in school, didn't hang out with the
popular kids, and didn't rebel against my parents. When I turned 17 years old and became the Valedictorian of my class, I
knew I was on the right track. I was ready to go to college and embark on my journey towards becoming a corporate
lawyer. Never in a million years did I think that by the time I was eighteen years old, I would be pushing out a baby. Never
did I think my life could change so drastically. I had no degree, no career, no house, and no husband; but I had a daughter. I
still remember the night everything changed between us. Or maybe things had already changed, and it was the first time I
noticed it. I know for sure that it was the first time I had ever accepted the fact that I was truly just a "baby mama" and Flip
had no real plans of making me his wife. I remember feeling so many emotions that night. I was hurt, angry, confused,
disappointed, and betrayed. But I was still very much in love. I loved him too much to hate him so quickly, so I resented him
and I hated myself for being so naiive. It didn't take long for that resentment to magnify because once the truth is out, you
begin to connect the dots to every lie you've ever been fed and it makes you wonder if any of it was ever real. The moment
you lose respect for someone, everything changes. The love is still there, but it's not the same. You become guarded, you
become defensive, and sometimes you just want to hurt them the way they hurt you. That's when they start to call you
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bitter. I never pictured myself becoming a bitter baby mama, but you know what? Maybe they're right. Maybe I am bitter
but I feel like I have every damn right to be. This is my story.

Last Men Out
Vicky is desperate to make her mark, in a world which just doesn't seem to notice her. Silence and smiles hide the pain that
Nell is keeping to herself. Sarah's dreams of having a family seem hopeless. And then there's Shannon, who's in trouble at
school yet again. But what these four women don't know is that someone - or something - is watching them. A muchrecycled soul, suspended between one life and the next, realises that Vicky, Nell, Sarah and Shannon are embarking on
their journey towards Motherhood. As memories from past incarnations return to this Soul, it becomes clear that one of
these women will be chosen to guide it once more. Soul to take explores what it is to become a parent and considers the
possibility that actually, our children are the ones who carefully select us.

Last Man in Tower
Your private life is streamed live to a global audience. But no one told you about the cameras hidden in your home. And
now a killer is watching, learning, planning . . . The brutal murder of a beautiful young cellist has stumped DI Jenny Price.
How did the killer know the victim's most intimate dreams to lure her so convincingly to her death. Out of leads, Jenny
reluctantly accepts the aid of antisocial but attractive witness Brody Taylor, who has come forward with a bizarre theory
about hidden webcams broadcasting online from thousands of homes across the country. But Jenny is unaware that the
charming Brody is under cover on his own covert operation. An up-to-the-minute crime thriller that exposes the dark side of
life online. WHAT OTHERS SAY ABOUT INVASION OF PRIVACY: “I am a little sad it is over but still buzzing from the superb
finale. Looking forward to the next adventure.” "Sutherland deftly weaves dramatic, humanly plausible police procedurals
with very high-level hackery to form a novel both intricately plotted and meticulously produced.” "One of the best debut
novels I have read. Crime, murder, sex, friendship, twist and turns, highs and lows are abundant throughout this book.” "If
the producers of Homeland or 24 are looking for the next, and very relevant, topical and addictive series, look no further.”

The Last of the President's Men
If You Only Wanted One Night Would You Take A Chance On a Man Who Wanted Forever? Rose O'Brian wants to spice up
her love life and Jack Winston seems like the answer. Sexy, funny and a killer smile, Jack is every woman's fantasy. All she
wants is one night of passion, nothing more. But Jack has a secret that stops him from taking her up on her offer, stops him
from having the one thing he wants more than his next breath--beautiful Rose O'Brian. Rose has her own secrets.
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Emotionally scared, she's never believed in happily ever afters. But for the first time she's met a man who makes her want
to open her heart, to dream of love. When Rose's past rears its ugly head can she finally let go and overcome the hurt? Can
Jack convince her to take a chance and embrace a future with him? Can he show her that love is there if she will only reach
out and take it?

The Last American Man
When NY divorce lawyer, Sarah Lindquist, stepped out of her office to clear her mind before her next client showed up, the
last thing she expected was to come to in the middle of the Colorado Rockies, with two park rangers standing over her. The
ex-military rangers are convinced someone wants her out of the way, but how do they find out who, without putting her life
at risk and letting that 'someone' know they've missed the target?

First Man Out-Last Man Standing
"With colorful characters so ludicrous they could only be real, McCord's satire of profit, politics, and capital punishment
should be required reading." -- Clarion ReviewWhat will readers encounter when exploring the wicked and witty satirical
universe of Michael McCord's The Execution Channel: A Political Fable?First, they will travel to the not-so-distant future and
discover the emerging new country of Real America and the Galtian Imperatives, a faith-based economic religion which
promises that extreme austerity and tax cut policies will ensure "prosperity for all" though the exact details of the magic
remain elusive. Next, readers will see that John Galt, the fictional hero of Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged, has become the
founding father icon of Real America and the Real American Party, the new political force sweeping the land. Local militias
do their patriotic duty and lead the privatization craze throughout Real America while employing a creative protection
racket plan to fit every business budget.Finally, readers will behold the majesty of The Execution Channel - a televintet
network that promotes a focus-group tested variety of live executions in football stadium settings. As foretold by the Galtian
Imperatives, The Execution Channel has been hailed as a model of modern economic policy that seamlessly merges
massive private sector profits and public sector bankruptcy.Set in 2018 in an increasingly non-United States of America,
The Execution Channel: A Political Fable is fantastical in its imaginative scope of American political rhetoric and public policy
run amok. McCord, an award-winning journalist and writer who lives in New Hampshire, offers fictional reportage with a
provocative twist and more than a few punch lines."The initial spark for this satirical romp came from a 2011 Republican
presidential primary debate when some of the audience cheered at the notion that if people without health insurance died,
there was nothing anyone could do," McCord said. "I then made the leap to a perfectly sensible investment scheme of
publicly televised executions in which guilt or innocence matter less than profit margins. From there, the theme menu grew
to include the cult of Ayn Rand, political ambition, incoherence as a political virtue, greed redefined, secession, free market
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economics with no restraint, the primacy of sperm, backyard rocket launchers, psychic readings, reality TV mortgage
foreclosures and monuments to austerity. The book aspires, as Lewis Carroll's White Queen so eloquently put it, to believe
six impossible things at once, if not before breakfast then certainly by supper."Readers also will encounter an intriguing,
colorful cast of characters that embrace a higher calling of extreme self-interest:* Gov. Lawrence C. "Demon Seed" Bowie of
the Real American Republic of Texas is in a political fix because his 'War on the Poor' tax plan isn't working. * Texas militia
leader Col. Rufus T. Fairbush wants to replace Bowie by the bullet or ballot while running on a platform to eliminate the idea
of government. * Conservative televinet producer Jason Bravtart seeks redemption following the scandalous cancellation of
The Real Homeless of Malibu Beach.* Billionaire speculator James "Big Stake" Frimmer II wants another big financial score
to spread his political influence. * In the SoCal Liberty Territory of California, Penelope the Psychic is forced to be a
confidential informant for Mr. Jones, the most feared security operator in Real America.The Execution Channel: A Political
Fable is a subversive satire for our times and will leave readers wondering: Just how REAL is Real America?Learn more
about The Execution Channel: A Political Fable and Michael McCord at www.the-execution-channel.com.

3000 Degrees
Matt Beckett is the Chief Financial officer for World Banking Association (WBA). Over a year ago an agency known as the
HEAD group tried to take over the WBA. Matt's sister, Reagan Beckett, a member of a Federal Special Task Force took out
one of the key players, a serial killer known as the Headman. Now the founder of HEAD, Andrew Phillips, is back and ready
to finish what he'd started with a new and dastardly key player from the Dark web. Matt doesn't have any desire to be
involved in any cloak and dagger stuff. He'd rather leave that to the other law enforcement Beckett's. Unfortunately, it
doesn't look like he'll have a choice.Bryn Connelly is the Chief Audit Executive also for the WBA. She had been one of the
Headman'stargets and thought her days of danger were over. However, she finds herself working with laid back Matt
Beckett, much to her dismay. Matt couldn't be more delighted when Reagan informs him he'll be working the lovely Bryn.
He's been trying to catch her eye for five years, now. However, their sleuthing quickly lands them in a precarious
position.It's up to Matt and Bryn to finish what Reagan and her team started, but can he win the lovely Bryn and save the
day? Or will he lose her forever if the WBA falls into the wrong hands?

Snow Job
The magnificent new novel from the million-selling Booker Prize-winning author of The White Tiger: one of the most eagerly
anticipated literary novels of 2011--"a kaleidoscopic portrait of a changing Mumbai." — Guardian (Best Books of 2011) Ask
any Bombaywallah about Vishram Society--Tower A of the Vishram Co-operative Housing Society--and you will be told that it
is unimpeachably pucca. Despite its location close to the airport, under the flight path of 747s and bordered by slums, it has
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been pucca for some fifty years. But Bombay has changed in half a century--not least its name--and the world in which
Tower A was first built is giving way to a new city; a Mumbai of development and new money; of wealthy Indians returning
with fortunes made abroad. When real estate developer Dharmen Shah offers to buy out the residents of Vishram Society,
planning to use the site to build a luxury apartment complex, his offer is more than generous. Initially, though, not everyone
wants to leave; many of the residents have lived in Vishram for years, and many of them are no longer young. But none can
benefit from the offer unless all agree to sell. As tensions rise among the once civil neighbours, one by one those who
oppose the offer give way to the majority, until only one man stands in Shah's way: Masterji, a retired schoolteacher, once
the most respected man in the building. Shah is a dangerous man to refuse, but as the demolition deadline looms,
Masterji's neighbours--friends who have become enemies, acquaintances turned co-conspirators--may stop at nothing to
score their payday. A suspense-filled story of money and power, luxury and deprivation, and a rich tapestry peopled by
unforgettable characters, not least of which is Bombay itself, Last Man in Tower opens up the hearts and minds of the
inhabitants of a great city--ordinary people pushed to their limits in a place that knows none. This eBook edition includes a
Reading Group Guide.

Pioneer Days in Kansas
This apocalyptic tale by the author of Frankenstein envisions a future world devastated by plague. Misunderstood by
contemporary readers, Mary Shelley's 1826 precursor to the science fiction novel has reemerged to critical acclaim.

Invasion of Privacy
Banners and flags have been an intricate part of wars, victories, and celebrations through out the ages. Find out how they
are used to express God's Voice in worship and intercession.

Last Men Out
Welcome to the nightmarish future of The Theta Timeline, where '1984' meets 'Slaughterhouse-Five.' Leaders who rely on
war and fear. The men and women who refuse to accept a tyrannical government. And an unreliable means of time travel in
which most people don't survive.Freedom was not stolen overnight, but gradually chipped away through a campaign of war
and terror. People were told new laws and restrictions were for their own good. But the reality was a monstrous regime bent
on controlling its subjects. Now, there is only one way to stop the Tyranny: go back in time and prevent it from ever
starting.At times eloquent, funny, satirical, and infuriating, The Theta Timeline is not only Dietzel's most powerful book, it is
as important as any dystopian vision created to date.
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Odd Man Out
The nephew of the legendary Chief Ray Downey, late head of rescue operations of the FDNY, takes readers into the heart of
one of the nation's most elite firehouses--New York's Rescue 2 unit--introducing the humor, camaraderie, and grit that make
these men true American heroes. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

The Last Men Out
A “thrilling narrative of bravery, bravado, and loss” (Kirkus Reviews) that tells the “gripping story of a handful of marines
who formed the last body of Americans to leave Saigon on April 30, 1975” (Booklist). In a gripping, moment-by-moment
narrative based on a wealth of recently declassified documents and in-depth interviews, Bob Drury and Tom Clavin tell the
remarkable drama that unfolded over the final, heroic hours of the Vietnam War. This closing chapter of the war would
become the largest-scale evacuation ever carried out, as improvised by a small unit of Marines, a vast fleet of helicopter
pilots flying nonstop missions beyond regulation, and a Marine general who vowed to arrest any officer who ordered his
choppers grounded while his men were still on the ground. Drury and Clavin focus on the story of the eleven young Marines
who were the last men to leave, rescued from the U.S. Embassy roof just moments before capture, having voted to make an
Alamo-like last stand. As politicians in Washington struggled to put the best face on disaster and the American ambassador
refused to acknowledge that the end had come, these courageous men held their ground and helped save thousands of
lives. Drury and Clavin deliver a taut and stirring account of a turning point in American history that unfolds with the
heartstopping urgency of the best thrillers—a riveting true story finally told, in full, by those who lived it.

My North Star Misled Me
Biographical sketches of six veterans of the American Revolutionary War still alive during the American Civil War : Samuel
Downing (2nd New Hampshire Regiment) -- Daniel Waldo (Connecticut Militia) -- Lemuel Cook (2nd Dragoons) -- Alexander
Milliner (1st New York Regiment) -- William Hutchings (Massachusetts Militia) -- Adam Link (Pennsylvania Militia).

The Last Man on the Moon
A moment-by-moment account of the operation by U.S. marines to rescue thousands of American troops and allies in the
final 24 hours of the Vietnam War focuses on the stories of 11 young Marines who were the last to leave, in a dramatic story
based on first-hand testimonies and recently declassified information. 100,000 first printing.
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Last and First Men. A Story of the Near and Far Future
For better or for worse, in sickness and in health, as long as we both shall graduate. Rachel Wheaton The senior Economics
project is supposed to teach us about real life. Budgeting. Social classes. Careers. I was supposed to plan it all out with my
school husband. I didn't plan on actually falling in love with him, too. But sometimes real life doesn't go according to plans.
Sometimes you have to make hard decisions and sacrifices for the person you love. That's what marriage is about, right?
James Tennyson I've always known things before they happen. Nothing major, like lottery numbers, but it's been pretty
useful for things like playing football and dodging clingy girls. I've never been able to see my future. I didn't think much
about it, to be honest. Until second period, when she walked through the door. Falling in love with her unlocked something
inside me. Those little things I know? Now they're big things. Life-saving things. So who do I save? And at what cost? I made
a vow to her. For better or for worse, in sickness and in health, as long as we both shall live.

Report from Engine Co. 82
Love, Men and Money
Purple Dragonfly Book Award Winner When his sisters emigrate from Ireland to Indianapolis, Indiana, Denis and his mother
are left behind. When will they follow their family across the ocean? In this stunning true story a family learns how to deal
with the unexpected. Beginning in 1905 and following Denis through decades, this realistic history tells the tale of life in
County Donegal and about plans Denis made for a new life. Like the other hopeful emigrants from his area Denise put
things into his American trunk while he saved money for his and his Mother's passage. Like the other young men he was
hired as a farm laborer to earn his keep and to save for America. But the unexpected happens and Denis and his family
must make adjustments. His new reality requires that Denis take a new look at his cottage, his work, his friends and his
country. This 34-page picture book is illustrated with landscapes and historically accurate scenes.

The Country Duet
Originally published by Millington in 1974, a personal account of life as an American firefighter, written by the author of
SONG FOR MARY.

Last Man Standing
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Ever since its first publication in 1992, The End of History and the Last Man has provoked controversy and debate. Francis
Fukuyama's prescient analysis of religious fundamentalism, politics, scientific progress, ethical codes, and war is as
essential for a world fighting fundamentalist terrorists as it was for the end of the Cold War. Now updated with a new
afterword, The End of History and the Last Man is a modern classic.

Linnet
A moment-by-moment account of the operation by U.S. marines to rescue thousands of American troops and allies in the
final 24 hours of the Vietnam War focuses on the stories of 11 young Marines who were the last to leave, in a dramatic story
based on first-hand testimonies and recently declassified information. 100,000 first printing.

First In, Last Out
The colonists aboard the Branch are en route to a new world. During the long journey, they enter the immersive VR world of
"Myth-Real." Myth-Real is a place of magic and monsters where anything is possible. However, something has gone wrong.
Only the latent Tele-mechanic, Alex, can save everyone aboard the ship . . . Assuming of course that the monsters don't get
him first.

Until the Last Man Comes Home
At the age of seventeen, Eustace Conway ditched the comforts of his suburban existence to escape to the wild. Away from
the crushing disapproval of his father, he lived alone in a teepee in the mountains. Everything he needed he built, grew or
killed. He made his clothes from deer he killed and skinned before using their sinew as sewing thread. But he didn't stop
there. In the years that followed, he stopped at nothing in pursuit of bigger, bolder challenges. He travelled the Mississippi
in a handmade wooden canoe; he walked the two-thousand-mile Appalachian Trail; he hiked across the German Alps in
trainers; he scaled cliffs in New Zealand. One Christmas, he finished dinner with his family and promptly upped and left - to
ride his horse across America. From South Carolina to the Pacific, with his little brother in tow, they dodged cars on the
highways, ate road kill and slept on the hard ground. Now, more than twenty years on, Eustace is still in the mountains,
residing in a thousand-acre forest where he teaches survival skills and attempts to instil in people a deeper appreciation of
nature. But over time he has had to reconcile his ambitious dreams with the sobering realities of modernity. Told with
Elizabeth Gilbert's trademark wit and spirit, this is a fascinating, intimate portrait of an endlessly complicated man: a
visionary, a narcissist, a brilliant but flawed modern hero. The Last American Man is an unforgettable adventure story of an
irrepressible life lived to the extreme. The Last American Man is a New York Times Notable Book and National Book Critics
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Denis and His American Trunk
Dave Stewart has survived the inferno of Kansas City and come out the other side. To the rest of the world his fate is
uncertain, and by now even Agent Keyes knows better than to assume he's dead. As Keyes and his rogue DHS agents
continue their search for him, Dave knows that Plan A, as usual, won't work. His only chance is to keep moving until he can
find a safe way to make contact with Nate Reid and figure out his next move. As Dave's odyssey across a zombie infested
America continues, he encounters the best and the worst in his fellow survivors. He will find new allies, learn more about
the true nature of the Asura virus, and his role in even bigger designs than he ever imagined. But, in a land filled with
enemies both living and dead, is all the skill, wit and courage in the world enough to help him survive? Or will this be Dave
Stewart's last journey?

The Last Men Out
Zompoc Survivor
This book was written to help a person find their internal quarrels in written words. Written words bring about a different
perspective. To overcome something, you must be able to see it from a different viewpoint, you must be able to analyze
and understand it in order to accept it or move past it. The most important step in the healing process is acknowledgement
that what you are feeling is okay to feel, and that you are not alone in those feelings. Get lost in this book and find yourself
in it, all at the same time. Emotional clarity.

The Last Man
Attending a wedding with his ex-lover, Carl, wasn't the smartest thing Ben ever agreed to do. But one look at David, the
groom's best man, and Ben is willing to change his mind. The man is sex personified and Ben falls instantly head-over-heels
in lust. David is happy to play the scene and definitely not looking for love. Used to being admired, he doesn't mind Ben's
eager attention, though he doubts things will go much past a one-night-stand. A tumble into bed ignites an unexpected
passion between the pair that neither can resist or control. Carl will stop at nothing to win back the man he lost. Refusing to
take no for answer, Carl becomes obsessed with thoughts of revenge. If he can't have Ben, no one will.
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